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 The film is directed by Anubhav Sinha. The film was released on 20 September 2015. This film's casting was released on 25
July 2015. Plot The film starts with a scene where Rahul (Arshad Warsi) and Anirudh (Jackky Bhagnani) are kidnapped in

Karachi and forced to play a game that they will be released if they win. They are kidnapped because of the kidnapping of their
older friend Javed (Boman Irani), a wealthy businessman and also a fatso. Rahul and Anirudh play the game which is causing

them to think of the game in a different way. But in the process of playing, a rickshaw driver and a singer (Namrata Shirodkar)
shows up and warns them about the game that they are about to play. She tells them that they have a killer rickshaw driver

named Rustam (Dharmendra), who's always getting caught by the police. While discussing the game, the criminals start thinking
they have outsmarted their enemies by deliberately losing the game. However, during the final round, both Rahul and Anirudh
manage to get back to the villa and celebrate their winning, only to realize that the game has been designed to get both of them

killed. Anirudh and Rahul manage to escape, but Javed and his men follow them and take them back to Karachi. At the hideout,
the kidnapping becomes a game of cat and mouse for them as the villains begin to use the hostages as leverage to get what they

want. The hostages, in turn, have to save them and themselves from the villains, all the while trying to save each other. Cast
Arshad Warsi as Rahul Anand Jackky Bhagnani as Anirudh Boman Irani as Javed Shroff Namrata Shirodkar as Murli

Dharmendra as Rustam Kanwaljit Singh as Chotey Shroff Sumeet Pathak as Sameer Navni Purohit as Neena Dinesh Chulani as
Dash Sonal Chauhan as Ambika Abhishek Singh as Gilles Rakshanda Khan as Mary Bharat Kapoor as Shailesh Virendra Saxena

as Balram Aditya Mani as Juman Jatin Gulati as Mr. Khanna Production 82157476af
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